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Executive Summary 
The Western Sydney Region 
Greater Western Sydney (GWS)1 is located in the western part of the Sydney metropolitan area, 
Australia, and is one of the fastest growing regions in terms of economic opportunity, community 
aspiration and environmental diversity. GWS had a total population of 2.6 million in 2020 and is 
projected to reach 3 million people by 2036.2 The region is characterised by its distinct diversity 
and multiculturalism, with 35% of the population born overseas.  

GWS is the third largest economy in Australia behind the Sydney CBD and Melbourne, producing 
31% of Sydney’s Gross Regional Product ($104 billion). This growth is only expected to accelerate 
with the upcoming Nancy-Bird Walton Airport and new Bradfield city, with continued government 
and business investment in the region. However, growth will be hampered if the socioeconomic 
challenges of the region are ignored. Over the coming two decades GWS faces a distinctive 
sustainability and affordability challenge, that if not acknowledged and addressed will only worsen 
the socioeconomic challenges and further dampen growth.  

Home sale prices pre-COVID-19 grew at a faster pace in 
GWS than Greater Sydney, and, as of April 2019, more than 
110,000 households were in housing stress, with 32.8% of 
renting households in rental stress.3  

 
The tale of GWS is one of two divergent stories, on the one hand there is strong economic and 
population growth, on the other, as a consequence of decisions in the 1950/60s and cheap land 
supply, the region has pockets of disadvantage. These pockets of disadvantage are reflected in the 
lower-socioeconomic status of the region and growing social and affordable housing need. For 
example social and affordable housing supply in the region met only 40.6% of total demand4 with 
around 15% of all households in the WS region in need of social and affordable housing.5   

By current projections, the GWS region will experience a shortfall of 28,200 social and affordable 
housing by 2036, driven in part by a 41% increase in homelessness over the last five years as well 
as growing affordability issues more generally in the housing sector.  

 

1The Greater Western Sydney Region includes the 13 local government areas of Blacktown City, Blue 
Mountains City, Camden Council, Campbelltown City, the City of Canterbury Bankstown, Cumberland Council, 
Fairfield City, Hawkesbury City, Liverpool City, the City of Parramatta, Penrith City, The Hills Shire and 
Wollondilly Shire. 
2 Information sourced from .id community – demographic resources <https://profile.id.com.au/cws/about>. 
3 Wentworth Community Housing and Western Sydney Community Forum, Home In Western Sydney Housing 
Affordability and Homelessness Insights April 2019 (April 2019) <https://www.colemangreig.com.au/News-
1260-Western-Sydneys-Affordable-Housing-Stress-How-do-we-solve-this-complex-problem.aspx>. 
4 Wentworth Community Housing and Western Sydney Community Forum, Home In Western Sydney Housing 
Affordability and Homelessness Insights April 2019 (April 2019) <https://www.colemangreig.com.au/News-
1260-Western-Sydneys-Affordable-Housing-Stress-How-do-we-solve-this-complex-problem.aspx>. 
5 SGS Economics & Planning, Demand for Social and Affordable housing in WSCD area (September 2018) 
<https://communityhousing.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/20180311-NSW-FHA-WSCD-Social-and-
Affordable-Housing-Demand-Report-Variation-Update-FINAL.pdf>. 
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The shortage of social housing in GWS has been further aggravated by ageing social housing 
stock, which by-in-large no longer reflects the current cohort. In pockets of the GWS region some 
housing stock has met the end of its useful life, in need of significant repair, taking up large 
parcels of land. This is reflected in the current backlog of social housing maintenance which is 
estimated to be between $350 million and $400 million.6 Simultaneously, there has been a 
significant shift in the cohorts requiring social housing, moving from traditionally, working families 
to single older persons or those on disability. This has resulted in a shift in demand towards 
smaller dwellings (studios and 1-2 bedrooms), a very different dwelling profile then what is on 
offer across GWS. For example, consultations with housing providers has revealed that vacancy 
rates for studios and 1-2 bedroom apartments are close to 0%, while vacancy rates for larger 3+ 
bedroom dwellings are anywhere between 5-7%. 

The COVID-19 pandemic has exposed long-standing structural weaknesses in the economy as well 
as the widening gaps in living standards among regions and people, especially across GWS. The 
housing sector more generally has seen a decline in both completions and approvals since the 
pandemic began. This has only exacerbated the booming property market and brought to the 
forefront the urgent need for additional social and affordable housing supply, especially for women, 
who are considered at heightened risk of homelessness across GWS. 

The role of the Commonwealth  
The Commonwealth has been an active player in the social housing sector since the early 20th 
Century and is needed to continue to nudge reform and directly intervene to address disadvantage 
and housing affordability challenges.  

Moreover, the Commonwealth plays a significant role in the housing sector overall through 
macroeconomic policy (e.g. inflation and unemployment targets), tax policy (e.g. negative gearing, 
capital gains tax) and population policy (e.g. migrant caps). All of these policies form fundamental 
drivers of housing demand and impact housing affordability.  

 

6 Community Housing Industry Association NSW, Policy Priorities (2020) 
<https://communityhousing.org.au/our-impact/policy-priorities/>. 
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Figure 1-1 The history of the Commonwealth in the social housing sector 

 

The Commonwealth’s role and responsibility with regards to the social housing sector has changed 
dramatically, shifting away from being the major funder to influencing policies both of States and 
Territories and not-for-profit private organisations to help address these issues of affordability and 
drive growth of supply in the sector. The primary way in which the Commonwealth has done this is 
through the current National-State Housing Agreement, the National Housing and Homelessness 
Agreement (the NHHA) as well as through a wide range of direct policy levers including 
Commonwealth Rental Assistance (CRA) and the National Housing Financial Investment 
Corporation (NHFIC). 

The role of the Community Housing Provider (CHP) Sector 
Solving the challenges of the social and affordable housing system will require both public and 
private participation, a shared understanding of the need of social and affordable housing, and 
access to new, innovative funding models. 

Over the last decade, the community housing provider (CHP) sector in NSW has grown rapidly and 
shows greater capacity to support in the delivery of additional social and affordable housing. Since 
2012, the CHP sector has invested more than $1.2 billion in new housing supply across NSW. More 
than 3,200 new homes have been built by CHPs over the last eight years. The CHP sector is, 
hence, well positioned to offer an alternative approach and access to alternative funding. By 
working in partnership with the Australian, State and Territory governments, and the private 
sector, the CHP sector can support the growth of social housing through asset recycling as well as 
investing in new supply of social and affordable housing.  

The CHP sector however is unable to make an impact, without acknowledging and addressing the 
issues the sector faces, including: 

• Ability to generate only marginal surpluses through operations to fund new properties 
(through access to Commonwealth Rental Assistance) 

• Access to other sources of funds, including institutional investment 
• Access to affordable land in the right areas, near job centres with supporting infrastructure  
• Size of the sector, and underlying number of owned properties comparatively to managed 

properties 

With limited operational surpluses from CHPs existing portfolios, tight finance markets, and the 
high cost of land, the sector requires support from the Commonwealth to support and grow their 
portfolio. It is considered not one policy, program or strategy will be successful on its own, but a 
combination of policies and strategies. 

The policies/levers available 
Addressing the shortfall in social and affordable housing requires strategic long-term planning and 
coordination across all levels of government and the private sector (including the CHP sector). Any 
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intervention must be sustainable and successfully generating more affordable and convenient 
housing opportunities for low to moderate income households – particularly in key locations (e.g. 
near public transport, education, jobs and services), taking consideration of tenant needs and 
outcomes, clean energy requirements and the issues facing the CHP sector (such as access to low-
cost finance/capital, low-cost land and capacity growth). There are a number of policy options 
available to the Commonwealth Government, it is unlikely however that one policy or program 
offers the silver bullet to solving the issues within the social and affordable housing sector, or 
housing market more generally.  

There are however policies or strategies that should be considered further to support growth in the 
social housing sector. These include policy levers that: 

• support genuine coordination across all three levels of government, distinct from the 
national-state housing agreements (e.g. city deal for social and affordable housing) 

• incentivise the private market (e.g. Build to Rent)  
• incentivise institutional investments (e.g. accelerated depreciation and incentivising 

superannuation investment)  
• that incentivise partnership between government, CHPs and the private sector (e.g. grant 

and subsidy programs like NRAS).  

There is also a considerable ongoing role and support through NHFIC in both releasing general 
housing supply through the National Housing Infrastructure Facility (NHIF) and supporting CHP 
capacity through access to finance through the Affordable Housing Bond Aggregator (AHBA). 

The opportunity is now 
The COVID-19 pandemic has caused significant damage to the Australian economy, businesses, 
and employment. Social housing is vital infrastructure for Australia’s economic security, with 
proven capacity to create new jobs, kickstart the economy, and address current social housing 
shortfall. The NHFIC has recently shown that, for every $1 million invested in social housing 
development, an average of nine FTE jobs are created. 

The delivery of social and affordable housing requires strategic long-term planning and 
coordination, but the investment will return maximum social, environmental and economic impact. 
Recognising this impact, at a time when economic recovery is required is key. 
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1 The Social and Affordable 
Housing sector 

The Commonwealth has been an active player in the social 
housing sector since the early 20th Century and is needed to 
continue to nudge reform and directly intervene to address 
disadvantage and housing affordability challenges.  

1.1 Overview of social and affordable housing 
The social housing system7 in Australia (and internationally) has adapted to become largely an 
emergency/safety net arrangement for the most disadvantaged in society. Simultaneously, the 
affordable housing system8 has developed to meet growing housing affordability issues within the 
private market. Tenants in the social housing system experience some of society’s most complex 
needs - disability and mental illness, domestic violence, and drug and alcohol affliction. In contrast 
to the private market, only the social and affordable Housing system has the unique responsibility 
of accommodating the least fortunate in society and taking on the difficult task of providing 
stability to challenged households. 

As at 30 June 2020, nationally there was a total of 433,990 social housing dwellings (including 
public housing, state owned and managed Indigenous housing, community housing and 
Indigenous community housing). In NSW the social housing sector is made up of:  

• 69% Public housing – (dwellings owned and managed by the NSW Government)  
• 3% State owned and managed indigenous housing (SOMIH) - (dwellings owned and 

managed by the NSW Government that are allocated only to Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander tenants)  

• 24% Community Housing Providers (CHPs)– (dwellings owned and/or managed by 
CHPs) 

• 4% Indigenous Community Housing (ICH) – (dwellings owned and/or managed by ICH 
organisations and Aboriginal land councils). 

A breakdown of social housing dwellings in NSW by type is presented in Figure 1-1 Breakdown of 
social housing dwellings in NSW as at 30 June 2015-2020.below. 

 

7 Social housing is housing provided by the government and community sectors to assist people who are 
unable to afford or access suitable accommodation in the private rental market. It includes public housing, 
state owned and managed Indigenous housing (SOMIH) and community housing. Public housing is owned and 
managed by state and territory governments while community housing is housing that is either owned or 
managed by not-for-profit community sector organisations. Social housing is used as a safety net for those 
tackling some of society’s most complex needs, such as disability and mental illness, domestic violence 
and drug and alcohol affliction.  
8 Affordable housing is housing that is appropriate for the needs of a range of very low to moderate income 
households and priced so that these households are also able to meet other basic living costs such as food, 
clothing, transport, medical care and education. Housing is usually considered affordable if it costs less than 
30% of gross household income. Although affordable housing is sometimes available for purchase, it is most 
commonly available for rent. Affordable rental housing may be owned by private developers or investors, local 
governments, charitable organisations or community housing providers. It is usually managed by not for profit 
community housing providers, and sometimes by private organisations. 
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Figure 1-1 Breakdown of social housing dwellings in NSW as at 30 June 2015-2020. 

 

Source: ROGS 2020 

The social housing system is also characterised by an ageing stock and a bedroom profile 
increasingly unsuitable to the needs of its tenants. The bulk of social housing properties in NSW for 
example are designed for a different era - detached dwellings occupied by families. However, the 
majority of new social housing entrants are single person households, people with a disability and 
older couples. The age profile of the stock adds to the costs of repairs and maintenance, while the 
targeting of occupancies to the most vulnerable, at a discount to market rent (usually 25% of 
tenant income), squeezes rental income applicable. Unsurprisingly, the system struggles for 
financial sustainability because the costs associated with maintenance of the properties are 
extremely high compared to the rental received. 

The affordable housing sector 

In addition to the social housing sector, there is an affordable housing sector. In NSW, housing is 
considered affordable if it costs less than 30% of gross household income, in line with the 
definition of housing stress.9 Similar to social housing, affordable housing is also based off an 
eligibility test, but has broader criteria, catering to a greater range of households. Affordable 
housing is predominantly administered and delivered by non-government bodies known as CHPs 
and is generally related to rental properties. 

1.2 The history of the Commonwealth in social housing 
The Commonwealth plays a significant role in the focus of the housing sector overall. It does this 
through macroeconomic policy (e.g. inflation and unemployment targets), tax policy (e.g. negative 
gearing) and population policy (e.g. migrant caps). All of these policies form fundamental drivers 
of housing demand and impact housing affordability. Australia’s housing market for example as a 
consequence of these policies is mostly focussed on home ownership, unlike some other OECD 
countries which focus the housing market on long-term rentals.  

In regards to social housing as a component of the housing market, the Commonwealth has been 
actively engaged in this sector since the early 20th century both nudging reform through the 

 

9 Commonwealth Government – Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, Housing Affordability (30 June 
2021) <https://www.aihw.gov.au/reports/australias-welfare/housing-affordability>. 
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setting of national-state housing agreements and direct housing assistance to low income 
households or the organisations in which they engage with (e.g. Commonwealth Rental Assistance 
and the Affordable Housing Bond Aggregator).  

The importance and emphasis on social housing from the Commonwealth since the early 20th 
century has changed and transformed. A brief history of the Commonwealth in social housing is 
outlined below in Figure 1-2. 

Figure 1-2 The history of the Commonwealth in the social and affordable housing sector 

 

Social housing in Australia was originally developed to meet acute housing shortages following 
WW2. The provision not only accommodated the needs of working families and returned 
servicemen but also helped to stimulate the economy in the post war years. The provision of social 
housing through direct government ownership and management of housing was in line with 
practices elsewhere in the world at that time, such as in the United Kingdom and Northern Europe.  

The direct Government construction of social housing was set-out in the first Commonwealth State 
Housing Agreement (CSHA), signed in 1945, which allocated funding for this purpose. The 
agreement had been developed following a report from the Commonwealth Housing Commission in 
August 1944. The report assessed Australia’s housing stock and reported that there was an 
estimated housing shortage of 300,000 dwellings recommending the Commonwealth take an 
active role in reducing the gap through direct provision of housing.  

The Commonwealth has since made financial allocations to the States and Territories to support 
the social housing sector, however the focus and level of expenditure has changed. Within the first 
Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement (CSHA), the Commonwealth provided two-thirds of the 
funding, with the State and Territories providing the remainder. The main funding priorities and 
focus of the CSHA between 1945-1977 related to increasing the supply of public housing through 
States and Territories, improving home ownership through both low interest loans and the selling 
off of 30% of public housing to tenants. Social housing was also available to everyone. This 
changed and since 1978, the focus of social housing has pivoted towards supporting the most 
vulnerable groups in Australian society, a safety net provision, which in turn has reduced the 
revenue available to the sector. Simultaneously, over the past 50 years or so, alongside the 
changing shape and face of the social housing sector there has been an overall reduction in 
government expenditure in the sector (see Figure 1-3 Public spending on supporting social rental 
housing in selected OECD countries, % of GDP (2010, 2020) and a shift towards delivery through 
the not-for-profit or Community Housing Providers (CHPs).  
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Figure 1-3 Public spending on supporting social rental housing in selected OECD countries, % of GDP 
(2010, 2020) 

 

Source: Various, Deloitte analysis 2021 

This shift towards delivery of social housing through CHPs was reflected in the targets set under 
the 2009 National Affordable Housing Agreement (NAHA)10 with a specific target around increasing 
the proportion of the social housing sector managed/owned by the not-for-profit sector to 35%.11 

In January 2018, the Commonwealth Government replaced the NAHA with the National Housing 
and Homelessness Agreement (NHHA), in which funding to the States and Territories must be 
linked to specific outcomes, including targets for social housing, again encouraging growth of the 
community housing sector.  

The focus of the National Housing Homelessness Agreement (NHHA)12 

The main outcomes that NHHA seeks to achieve are: 
• a well-functioning social housing system that operates efficiently, sustainably and is 

effective in assisting low income households and priority homelessness cohorts to 
manage their needs 

• affordable housing options for people on low to moderate incomes 
• an effective homelessness service system, which responds to and supports people who 

are homeless or at risk of homelessness to achieve and maintain housing, and 
addresses the incidence and prevalence of homelessness 

• improved housing outcomes for Indigenous Australians   
• a well-functioning housing market that responds to local conditions 
• improved transparency and accountability in respect of housing and homelessness 

strategies, spending and outcomes. 

The NHHA supports these outcomes, by providing $1.6 billion each year to States and 
Territories to improve access to secure and affordable housing across Australia with clear 

 

10 Parliament of Australia, Social housing and homelessness – Budget Review 2017-18 (read on 08 June 2021)  
<https://www.aph.gov.au/About_Parliament/Parliamentary_Departments/Parliamentary_Library/pubs/rp/Budg
etReview201718/Social_housing_and_homelessness>. 
11 Government of Western Australia – Department of Communities Housing, National Affordable Housing 
Agreement (August 2015) 
<https://www.housing.wa.gov.au/aboutus/strategyandpolicy/naha/Pages/default.aspx>. 
12 Council of Federal Financial Relations, National Housing and Homelessness Agreement (September 2018) 
<https://www.federalfinancialrelations.gov.au/content/housing_homelessness_agreement.aspx>. 
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performance benchmarks.13 Moreover, NHHA aims to deliver initiatives and programs to cohorts 
that are considered more at risk such as women and children affected by family and domestic 
violence, children and young people, Indigenous Australians, people experiencing repeated 
homelessness, people exiting from care or institutions into homelessness, and older people.14  

 

1.3 The affordability problem 
The housing market in Australia is characterised by a focus on home ownership. Home ownership 
is a widely held aspiration, as it provides owners with security of housing tenure and both long–
term social and economic benefits. Data from the 2016 Census of Population and Housing 
identified that there were nearly 8.3 million households in Australia and: 

• 67% were home owners – 32% without mortgage and 35% with a mortgage 
• 32% were renters – 26% were renting from private landlords, 3.7% from state and 

territory housing authorities and 1.3% from other landlords 
• 1% were in other tenure.15 

Given that there is a large focus on home ownership, there is no regulated long-term rental price 
controls. Since the mid-1990s, in the housing market more generally, housing prices have 
surpassed wage growth and the property market has become particularly unaffordable in key job 
locations, increasing income and wealth inequalities. For this reason, the growth in the stock of 
subsidised rental housing has not kept pace with the growing demand for social housing. In the 
last few years, the affordability issue has worsened in part due to: 

• the Commonwealth tax policy which incentivised residential land ownership through 
negative gearing, capital gains tax and stamp duty 

• the financing sector displaying historically low interest rates and increased lender 
competition amongst banks and financial institutions, which supported further demand 

• planning and zoning regulations with respect to new developments that have restricted 
supply especially in key job centres and reduced developable land and/or air rights 

• growing construction costs from both increasing wages, and shortage of skills 
• greenfield developable land being generally insufficiently serviced by both public 

infrastructure and public transport. 

The recent affordability crisis was further aggravated by the impact of COVID-19 on the Australian 
housing market. The COVID-induced price boom to housing caused further distress to low and 
medium end renters, with impacts on private rentals still filtering through. Low interest rates and 
inflation pressure may cause further waves of housing stress in the rental market. This only adds 
further pressure to an already constranied social housing sector.  

1.4 The issues facing the social housing and sub-market housing 
sector 

The biggest issue faced by the social housing sector in Australia is the large and growing gap 
between supply and demand. As at October 2020, in Australia, there were approximately 430,000 
people on waiting lists for public housing and thousands more on NDIS plans. The shortfall in 
social housing was estimated to be around 450,000 dwellings.16 According to the Fixing Affordable 
Housing in NSW and Beyond report17, the social and affordable rental housing gap in NSW is 

 

13 Commonwealth Government – Department of Social Services, Housing Support – National Housing and 
Homelessness Agreement (December 2020) <https://www.dss.gov.au/housing-support-programs-services-
homelessness/national-housing-and-homelessness-agreement>. 
14 Commonwealth Government – Department of Social Services, Homelessness (December 2020) 
<https://www.dss.gov.au/housing-support/programmes-services/homelessness>. 
15 Australian Institute of Health and Welfare (AIHW), Home ownership and housing tenure (30 June 2021) 
<https://www.aihw.gov.au/reports/australias-welfare/home-ownership-and-housing-tenure>. 
16 Gilbert and Tobin, Social and Affordable Housing: the response to Australia’s growing crisis (2021) 
<https://www.gtlaw.com.au/insights/social-affordable-housing-response-australias-growing-crisis>. 
17 Industry Super Australia, Fixing Affordable Housing in NSW and Beyond - prepared for NSW Community 
Housing Industry Council (2020) <https://www.facs.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/788594/Fixing-
Affordable-Housing-in-NSW-and-Beyond-final-report.PDF.pdf>. 
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estimated to increase by an additional 100,200 units by 2036.18 It is estimated that the cost of 
building enough social and affordable housing in NSW to meet the shortfall – 316,700 units by 
2036 – would be about $3.5 billion annually, which is only around half of the current outlays on 
housing.19 See Figure 1-4 below. 

Figure 1-4 NSW Government expenditure (capital and operating) on social housing 2015-2020 (in $m) 

 

Source: ROGS 2020 

The drop in expenditure in 2018-19 and 2019-20 is mainly due to a reduction in new construction 
of dwellings, and as a consequence of both an accounting change (operation leases are now 
recognised on the balance sheet) and a reduction in repairs and maintenance expenditure 
associated with the management transfer program.  

Further compounding the supply gap in the social housing sector is a mismatch between tenant 
needs and property characteristics. This is represented by the growing underutilisation of social 
and affordable dwellings  

 

18 Mortgage business, Government policy widening affordable housing gap (12 August 2020) 
<https://www.mortgagebusiness.com.au/breaking-news/14823-governments-slammed-for-widening-
affordable-housing-gap>. 
19 Mortgage business, Government policy widening affordable housing gap (12 August 2020) 
<https://www.mortgagebusiness.com.au/breaking-news/14823-governments-slammed-for-widening-
affordable-housing-gap>. 
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Figure 1-5 Proportion of social housing dwellings underutilised NSW 2014-2019 (%) 

 

Source: ROGS 2020 

Addressing the gap between supply and demand, the funding gap for CHP sector, the sustainability 
of housing and improving performance are critical to a thriving social and affordable housing 
system. 

Another issue impacting the social housing sector is the limited growth of the CHP sector. The 
main constraint for this growth is the funding gap – the difference between the costs of delivering 
and operating new community housing developments (construction and ongoing management 
costs) and their rental returns. The funding gap for any one CHP depends on many factors, 
including geographic location, tenancy mix, cost of financing, and cost of land.20 

Further compounding constraints on delivery of new supply, is the additional “green” 
requirements. In Australia, buildings are responsible for one quarter of all greenhouse gas 
emissions and if Australia is to reduce greenhouse gases and meet the emission reduction 
commitments as set out in the Paris Agreement, curbing emissions from the built environment will 
play a central role. Even with the best intentions and planning, it will generally not be possible to 
achieve carbon neutrality or a zero-energy home as people and their homes use energy and create 
emissions. However, building a home that approaches zero emissions is still a good result since 
remaining carbon emissions can be ‘offset’.21  

1.5 The Western Sydney context 
The Greater Western Sydney (GWS) region comprises twelve local government areas west of 
Sydney.22 GWS is home to about 2.5 million people, with 35% from non-English speaking 
backgrounds. GWS is the third largest economy in Australia with its population set to reach 3 
million by 2036 and to absorb two thirds of the population growth in the Sydney region - making 

 

20 National Housing Finance and Investment Corporation (NHFIC), Delivering more affordable housing: an 
innovative solution (May 2021) <https://www.nhfic.gov.au/media/1670/210520-delivering-more-affordable-
housing-research-paper.pdf>. 
21 Low Carbon Living CRC, Guide to Low Carbon Residential Buildings – New Build (November 2018,) 
<http://www.lowcarbonlivingcrc.com.au/sites/all/files/publications_file_attachments/lclguide_residential_newb
uild_web.pdf>. 
22 The LGAs included in the GWS Region are: City of Blacktown, City of Blue Mountains, City of Hawkesbury, 
City of Penrith, Camden Council, City of Campbelltown, City of Liverpool, Wollondilly Shire, Auburn Council, 
City of Bankstown, City of Fairfield, City of Holroyd, and City of Parramatta 
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the region one of the largest growing urban populations in Australia.23 GWS has higher than 
average unemployment and lower than average salary levels. People in this region also have high 
levels of mortgage stress as well as rental stress and are heavily car dependent with resulting 
impacts on air quality, health, quality of life and household budgets. Many council areas in this 
region have been declared Refugees Welcome Zones.  

The GWS region encompasses significant areas of national parks, waterways and parklands, 
including the new city, Bradfield, surrounding the new Nancy-Bird Walton Airport. The Western 
Sydney City Deal (WSCD) region forms part of GWS and comprises eight of the twelve LGAs in 
GWS.24 The WSCD region is set to experience significant growth with an expected 184,500 homes 
to be built by 2036.  

By current projections, the WSCD region will experience a shortfall of 28,200 social and affordable 
housing by 2036, driven in part by a 41% increase in homelessness over the last five years and 
inadequate intervention.25 Additionally, rising private rental prices have resulted in 39% of 
households experiencing rental stress, where more than 30% of monthly income is allocated for 
repayments. As of June 30 2019, there were 46,530 requests on the general housing register and 
4,484 on the priority register from the WSCD region. Compounding the issues, is the fact that 
those in social and affordable housing are staying longer, with more than 50% of current tenants 
holding a lease for at least 10 years. The lack of vacancies means that individuals on the waiting 
list may have to wait many years without the support and intervention that they require.  

SGS Economics and Planning were commissioned by CHIA NSW, to write a report on the situation 
of social and affordable housing in the WSCD region. The report found that: 

• demand for social and affordable housing in the WSCD region equates to 16% of all 
demand in NSW, or 59,500 dwellings, with an expectated additional shortfall of 28,200 
needed by 2036 

• of this demand, Fairfield LGA has the largest current demand, which will be replaced by 
Liverpool LGA by 2026 through to 2036. Fairfield will have the highest future relative 
demand (social and affordable housing share of total households) of over 25%, followed by 
Campbelltown and Liverpool at approximately 20%.  

• Sensitivity tests conducted in relation to improving and worsening rental affordability 
(household income grows or falls by 0.5% relative to rent) implied that the growth in 
social and affordable housing demand is projected to be between 24,400 and 31,500 
additional dwellings.  

• of demand for social and affordable housing, families with children represent the largest 
demographic and lone person households exhibit the largest growth, including women-led 
households and older women. 

There are around 24,155 social and affordable housing dwellings across the WSCD area primarily 
public housing provided by the NSW Government Housing Authority – Land and Housing 
Corporation (LAHC). It is expected that NRAS social and affordable housing stock will increase by 
300 to a total of 1,100 dwellings by 2021, however by 2026 it is anticipated that some of this 
stock will be lost as the 10 year subsidies expire. CHPs that own affordable rental housing 
properties with NRAS incentives attached anticipate that these properties will be retained as sub-
market housing after the scheme expires. This could potentially result in a reduction from 1,100 
NRAS dwellings in 2021 to 86 in 2026. Aligning total demand to supply of social and affordable 

 

23 Western Sydney University, About Greater Western Sydney (2021) 
<https://www.westernsydney.edu.au/rcegws/rcegws/About/about_greater_western_sydney>. 
24 The LGAs included in the WSCD area are: City of Blue Mountains, City of Hawkesbury, City of Penrith, 
Camden Council, City of Campbelltown, City of Liverpool, Wollondilly Shire, and City of Fairfield. 
25 SGS Economics and Planning, Demand for social and affordable housing in the WSCD area (September 2018) 
<https://communityhousing.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/20180311-NSW-FHA-WSCD-Social-and-
Affordable-Housing-Demand-Report-Variation-Update-FINAL.pdf>. 
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housing, WSCD area has a current supply deficit of 35,000 social and affordable housing dwellings, 
which is expected to rise to 64,000 by 2036, an increase of 82%.26  

Whilst current government subsidies may provide rental relief for some, these do not represent 
long term effective measures, especially in growth areas such as the WSCD region. Moreover, the 
full effects of COVID-19 on long term unemployment are not yet known, however in the short to 
medium term it is apparent that demand for social and affordable housing will increase across the 
GWS region.  

 

26 SGS Economics and Planning, Demand for social and affordable housing in the WSCD area (September 2018) 
<https://communityhousing.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/20180311-NSW-FHA-WSCD-Social-and-
Affordable-Housing-Demand-Report-Variation-Update-FINAL.pdf>. 
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2 The CHP Sector 
The CHP sector can address the issues facing the social and 
affordable housing sector but requires additional support and 
commitment from the government. 

2.1 Introduction 
The Australian social and affordable housing system includes both public and private non-
government affordable housing providers. Most of these providers are registered not-for-profit 
Community Housing Providers (CHPs) that manage, own, and, in some cases, also develop 
Australia’s non-government social and affordable housing dwellings. Most of the social housing 
stock remains owned and/or managed by State owned authorities. However, the CHP sector has 
expanded over the past few years with a significant increase in the proportion of housing owned or 
managed by the CHP sector.  

Data from AIHW demonstrates the increase of Community housing dwellings since 2006 in Figure 
2-1 Number of social housing dwellings by social housing type in Australia, 2006-2020 below. 

Figure 2-1 Number of social housing dwellings by social housing type in Australia, 2006-2020 

 

Source: AIHW 2021. Housing assistance in Australia Cat. no. HOU 325. 

The expansion of the CHP sector was promoted by the 2009 Commonwealth-State Housing 
Agreement NAHA which sought to increase the proportion of public housing stock owned and/or 
managed by the CHP sector to 35%.27 The current distribution of the CHP sector across States and 
Territories including tier of registration under the National Regulatory System Community Housing 
is outlined in Table 2-1.Error! Reference source not found. 

 

27 Commonwealth Government, Delivering more affordable housing: an innovative solution (May 2021). 
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Table 2-1 Distribution of registered Community Housing Providers (as of 30 September 2020)28 

Primary Jurisdiction Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3 Total 

Australian Capital Territory 1 3 10 14 

New South Wales 23 14 123 160 

Northern Territory 0 3 1 4 

Queensland 3 9 72 84 

South Australia 5 10 14 29 

Tasmania 2 0 0 2 

Victoria1 N/A N/A N/A 40 

Western Australia 4 6 16 26 

Total 38 45 236 359 

Notes: 1Victoria is not participating in the National Regulatory System for Community Housing and as such CHPs are not 

identified in terms of Tiers of registration. 

Source: Australian National Audit Office 2022 

The movement towards an increased role for the not-for-profit (NFP) sector in social housing has 
also been consistent with the trend towards alternative models for the delivery of human services. 
Under these models, the role of the State is being redefined to that of a planner, funder or 
regulator as opposed to a direct provider of services. Moreover, the Commonwealth’s Competition 
Review urged Australian governments to adopt choice and competition principles in human 
services including support for a diversity of providers. The Productivity Commission has supported 
this approach by completing its own review of the potential for reform in human services.29 The 
availability of Commonwealth Rent Assistance for households in community housing has also 
added encouragement for State jurisdictions to transfer stock, notwithstanding this measure has 
also resulted in additional outlays for the Commonwealth. Growth in the sector has also been 
supported by efforts to introduce greater contestability and competition in service delivery 
including the observation that a stronger NFP sector supports improved levels of tenant 
satisfaction. 

With regards to tenant outcomes, the geography of CHP housing portfolios was perceived to be a 
key driver of the scope for positively influencing tenant outcomes, as potential to support 
community development and tenant engagement was subject to the scale of a landlord’s presence 
in a local community. This should be an important point when considering plans to expand the CHP 
model in Australia as most CHPs are present within the local communities, serving the needs of 
social and affordable housing tenants.30 

2.2 The role of the CHP sector    
The problems identified in the previous sections are real. As such, there is a need to look at social 
and affordable housing as critical infrastructure to meet the housing needs of low and moderate-
income earners who are faced with a significant lack of affordable housing supply. The 

 

28Australian National Audit Office (ANAO), Administration of the National Housing Finance and Investment 
Corporation (22 January 2021) <https://www.anao.gov.au/work/performance-audit/administration-the-
national-housing-finance-and-investment-corporation>.  
29 Commonwealth Government – Productivity Commission, Introducing Competition and Informed User Choice 
into Human Services: Reforms to Human Services – Productivity Commission Inquiry Report (October 2017) 
<https://www.pc.gov.au/inquiries/completed/human-services/reforms/report/human-services-reforms.pdf>. 
30 Australian Housing and Urban Research Institute (AHURI), Assessing management costs and tenant 
outcomes in social housing: recommended methods and future directions (December 2015) 
<https://apo.org.au/sites/default/files/resource-files/2015-12/apo-nid60639.pdf>. 

https://www.anao.gov.au/work/performance-audit/administration-the-national-housing-finance-and-investment-corporation
https://www.anao.gov.au/work/performance-audit/administration-the-national-housing-finance-and-investment-corporation
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Commonwealth’s role and responsibility with regards to the social and affordable housing sector 
has changed dramatically, shifting away from being the major funder to influencing policies both of 
States and Territories and not-for-profit private organisations to help address these issues of 
affordability and drive growth of supply in the sector. The primary way in which the 
Commonwealth has done this is through the current National-State Housing Agreement, the 
National Housing and Homelessness Agreement (the NHHA). 

The Commonwealth has undertaken innovative approaches to address this problem, however, the 
not-for profit organisations and the CHP sector are ideally positioned to address this challenge as 
they are more equipped than ever to step up and deliver on the needs of the communities in which 
they operate. The delivery of social and affordable housing requires strategic long-term planning 
and coordination that will return maximum social, environmental and economic investment. 
Whether private or public, such investment must be sustainable and successfully generate more 
affordable and convenient housing opportunities for low to moderate income households – 
particularly near public transport, education, jobs and services. 

2.3 The issues facing the Community Housing Provider (CHP) sector 
The CHP sector is only able to generate marginal surpluses through its operations. These limited 
surpluses limit its capacity to invest in new properties. CHPs are also heavily reliant on 
Commonwealth Rent Assistance to support their rental revenues. With limited surpluses from their 
existing portfolio, CHPs are reliant on additional government initiatives to leverage and grow their 
portfolio. This is compounded by a lack of access to affordable land especially in metropolitan 
regions or close to key job centres.   

Moreover, the recent growth in the CHP sector has mostly come about through management 
transfer programs delivered through States and Territories. While management transfer programs 
have supported the capacity growth of the CHP sector, they have come with additional costs and 
issues. Most of the stock transferred from States to CHPs is ageing, and no longer fit-for-purpose 
for current tenant cohorts. This stock generally requires higher expenditures on repairs and 
maintenance work, leaving less funding for additional tenancy management or additional supply. 
Moreover, CHPs are unable to upgrade or rollover stock restricting their ability to deliver carbon 
neutral housing, or better matched housing to tenant cohorts. Additionally, because the underlying 
asset is not transferred, instead provided on a long-term lease basis, CHPs are unable to 
effectively leverage the asset value to build more supply. If the CHP sector is to support in 
addressing the issues facing social and affordable housing, there is a need to support an increase 
in both capacity and capability of the sector through both stock transfers and ongoing 
improvements in capability management. 

The Commonwealth Government recognises the affordability issues facing the broader housing 
market, and in particular social and affordable housing and the role of the CHP sector. In June 
2018, the Commonwealth Government established the National Housing Finance and Investment 
Corporation (NHFIC) through the National Housing Finance and Investment Corporation Act 
(NHFIC Act) which commenced operation on 1 July 2018. The objective of the NHFIC Act is to 
establish NHFIC to improve housing outcomes for Australians by: 

• strengthening efforts to increase the supply of housing 
• encouraging investment in housing (particularly in the social or affordable housing sector) 
• providing finance, grants or investments that complement, leverage or support 

Commonwealth, state or territory activities relating to housing 
• contributing to the development of the scale, efficiency and effectiveness of the community 

housing sector in Australia 
• assisting earlier access to the housing market by first home buyers.31 

The NHFIC supports the CHP sector with the aim to increase supply of social and affordable 
housing through access to low cost finance, grants and investments that complement or support 

 

31 Commonwealth Government – The Treasury, Review of the operation of the National Housing Finance and 
Investment Corporation Act 2018 – Issues Paper (December 2020) 
<https://treasury.gov.au/sites/default/files/2020-12/201207-issuespaperv4-reviewofthenhficact.pdf>. 
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the Commonwealth aims.32 Specifically, NHFIC makes use of the following mechanisms33 to 
support the CHP sector and growth in social and affordable housing: 

• the Affordable Housing Bond Aggregator (AHBA) which provides cheaper and 
longer-term loans to registered CHPs financed by the issue of bonds on the commercial 
market.34 These loans can be used to buy or build new social and affordable housing, 
manage and maintain current housing, provide new working capital or refinance some 
existing debts. So far, NHFIC has issued six bonds and it is the largest issuer of social 
bonds in Australia.35 

• the $1billion National Housing Infrastructure Facility (NHIF) to provide finance 
for infrastructure projects that engage in providing new housing supply, in particular 
affordable housing.36 

• support registered CHPs and encourage growth in the sector through various capacity 
building programs.37 

• research into housing demand, supply and affordability.38 

The NHFIC Australian Housing Bond Aggregator has assisted CHPs in securing longer tenure and 
competitive debt pricing, however substantial growth in the sector will require additional support 
and programs. See section 3.3.10 for more information. In 2020, the operation of NHFIC was 
reviewed and a report containing 25 recommendations was released in late 2021.  

 

32 Commonwealth Government – Directory, National Housing Finance and Investment Corporation (30 June 
2018) <https://www.directory.gov.au/portfolios/treasury/national-housing-finance-and-investment-
corporation>. 
33 Besides AHBA and NHIF, NHFIC also offers the First Home Loan Deposit Scheme (FHDS) which provides up 
to 10,000 guarantees per financial year to allow eligible buyer to purchase their first home with a 5% deposit. 
34 National Housing Finance and Investment Corporation (NHFIC), NHFIC capacity building program (2018) 
<https://www.communityhousing.com.au/nhfic-capacity-building-program/>. 
35 National Housing Finance and Investment Corporation (NHFIC), Social bond issuances (2021) < 
https://www.nhfic.gov.au/what-we-do/investor-relations/social-bonds/>. 
36 National Housing Finance and Investment Corporation (NHFIC), NHFIC capacity building program (2018) 
<https://www.communityhousing.com.au/nhfic-capacity-building-program/>. 
37 Commonwealth Government – Directory, National Housing Finance and Investment Corporation (30 June 
2018) <https://www.directory.gov.au/portfolios/treasury/national-housing-finance-and-investment-
corporation>. 
38 Commonwealth Government – The Treasury, Review of the National Housing Finance and Investment 
Corporation Act 2018 (2020) <https://treasury.gov.au/review/national-housing-finance-and-investment-
corporation-act-review>. 
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3 Policies and Strategies 
3.1 Introduction 
The Commonwealth Government has been playing a role in the social and affordable housing 
sector for over a century. As covered above, the Commonwealth remains an active player in the 
sector, both: 

1. Influencing other levels of government  
2. Direct policy levers to influence the sector 

Each of the policy levers are assessed using the following key evaluation criteria in Figure 3-1 as 
well as consideration of the extent to which the policy supports the CHP sector overall 

Figure 3-1 Evaluation criteria 

 Increased social and affordable housing in key locations – the extent to 
which the policy or strategy provides supply where it is required, close to job 
centres and/or public transport options 

 Alternative sources of financing/supply – the extent to which the policy or 
strategy incentivises or supports additional access private capital and institutional 
investment 

 Supporting outcomes and choice of the tenant – the extent to which the 
policy or strategy supports a person centred approach. for example, tenant choice 
of location, fit-for-purpose housing and improved outcomes for the tenant. 

 Social and affordable housing provided for specific cohorts – the extent to 
which the policy or strategy supports specific at-risk cohorts e.g. women at risk of 
homelessness, or key workers 

 
Carbon Neutral requirements – the extent to which the policy supports 
meeting the needs of the new Australian Carbon Neutral building requirements.    

 
Supporting CHP capacity – the extent to which the policy or strategy supports 
the CHP sector.    

3.2 Influencing other levels of Government  
The Commonwealth Government has a variety of tools to influence other levels of government in 
relation to the social and affordable housing sector. Three main policy levers used by the 
Commonwealth are examined below in Table 3-1, these are: 

• National-State Housing Agreements 
• National grant programs 
• City Deals 
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Table 3-1 Commonwealth policy levers – influencing government 

Policy lever Description of the lever How the lever supports the CHP 
sector 

Policy lever assessment 

National-
State Housing 
Agreement 

The Commonwealth Government has been 
nudging reform and influencing the 
delivery of social housing by States and 
Territories since 1945, when the CSHA 
was first created. There have been various 
renegotiations of Commonwealth-State 
housing agreements and a continual 
evolution of focus in the sector. 

With continual changes on the role of the 
Commonwealth from direct targets and 
funding of housing stock to influencing 
and high-level funding States and 
Territories delivery of social housing, 
there has been an increased focus in the 
National State Housing Agreement on 
supporting growth and maturity of the 
CHP sector. National-State housing 
agreements, for example the National 
Affordable Housing Agreement (NAHA) 
have previously set targets for the 
proportion of social housing 
managed/owned by the CHP sector. The 
success of these targets differs across 
States and Territories.  

The national-state housing agreement 
sets out the roles and responsibilities of 
all three levels of government in relation 
to homelessness, and social and 
affordable housing. The agreement also 
sets the focus and objectives within the 
broader social housing sector. E.g. who 
are the vulnerable cohorts social housing 
should be targeted at. When national-
state housing agreements set out clear 
performance benchmarks linked with 
sufficient funding, the agreements have 
generally been considered a success. 
Where national-state housing agreements 
have not linked funding to specific 
outcomes, or performance benchmarks 
(e.g. NAHA) there has been a general 
decline in quality and supply of social 
housing.  

National 
grant 
programs e.g. 
building 
better 
regional  

The Commonwealth Government has 
frequently incentivised both States and 
Territories and more often local councils 
through grant programs to support in 
delivery of additional social housing. 

A recent grant program utilised by the 
Commonwealth to support housing 
affordability was the Building Better 
Regional Cities (BBRC) Program. The 

Under the BBRC program, local councils 
were asked to accelerate the delivery of 
specific infrastructures and release land 
for affordable housing purposes. Local 
councils then partnered with the CHP 
sector and other non-government 
organisations to deliver on the new 
affordable housing stock. 

Targeted grant programs support 
particular outcomes. The BBRC program 
for example consisted of $200m of 
Government funding to facilitate the 
provision of 15,000 affordable housing 
dwellings for low to moderate income 
earners in regional cities over three years 
from 2011-12.40 Grant programs like the 
BBRC, alongside sufficient funding and 
specific targets (e.g. housing for certain 

 

40 Australian National Audit Office (ANAO), Management of the Building Better Regional Cities Program (April 2014) <https://www.anao.gov.au/work/performance-
audit/management-building-better-regional-cities-program>. 
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objective of the BBRC program was to 
provide funding to local councils to invest 
in infrastructure projects to expedite the 
release of land and support an increase in 
affordable housing. Local councils were 
required to co-contribute to the project by 
providing discounts/rebates on the sale 
price for eligible purchasers. 

The BBRC Program funding ceased on 30 
June 2014 but supported 15 projects 
across four states (New South Wales, 
Victoria, Western Australia and 
Queensland).39 

vulnerable cohorts) that also encourages 
government, private and CHP partnership 
are generally the most successful of 
government grant programs. 

City Deals The Commonwealth Government utilises 
City Deals, a tri-partisan agreement 
between State, local and Commonwealth 
governments, to support the creation of 
more liveable and productive cities. While 
City Deals have not necessarily focused on 
provision of social and affordable housing 
they are a mechanism for which the 
Commonwealth Government could utilise 
to set goals that are targeted for the 
sector. 

City Deals could support the CHP sector 
by ensuring any agreement or 
improvement to supply is done in 
partnership with CHPs. One of the 
advantages of the CHP sector is its 
presence within the communities it 
serves. CHPs normally are in a specific 
location and they understand the needs of 
the population that live there and are able 
to deliver what is most suitable for them. 

City Deals offer a tri-partisan government 
approach to building liveable cities, they 
address both geographic and city/precinct 
challenges. A City Deals benefit, is in both 
the funding and the specific targets which 
are shared across all signatories to the 
deal. This approach offers an alternative 
to a national-state housing agreement, 
and could be used to target delivery of 
social and affordable housing in particular 
areas of concern. For example , there 
could be an opportunity to expand the WS 
City Deal to focus more holistically on 
housing, with particular emphasis on 
social and affordable housing for specific 
cohorts of people at risk. 

 

 

39 Commonwealth Government – Department of Social Services, Building Better Regional Cities (BBRC) Program (16 November 2020) <https://www.dss.gov.au/housing-
support/building-better-regional-cities-program>. 
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3.2.1 Summary findings 

Table 3-2 Influencing other levels of government summary findings 

 Policy Lever Policy example      
 

National-State 
Housing 
Agreements 

NHHA       

Grant programs 
Building Better 
Regional Cities 
(BBRC) Program 

      

Tri-partnership 
agreements City Deals       

 

Commonwealth-State Housing agreements have principally led the focus of the States and 
Territories in terms of social and affordable housing initiatives. They predominantly influence and 
set the tone for the sector alongside funding. The success of these agreements however is 
inconsistent. For example, various reviews on the effectiveness of the previous Commonwealth-
State Housing agreement – the National Affordable Housing Agreement (NAHA), which set funding 
and high-level targets for the States and Territories to deliver from 2009 to 2018, found an overall 
decline in the social housing sector and a widening gap between supply and demand. Critics of the 
NAHA attributed the issue to a lack of specific targets linked with funding. 

The new Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement NHHA has improved upon the previous 
agreement, more clearly articulating targets, however with reduced overall funding. It is expected 
the NHHA alone is unlikely to achieve the increase in supply required to address the growing gap 
in social and affordable housing, moreover while it sets out to encourage strong collaboration 
between national, state, local governments and even the importance of the NFP sector, it does not 
tie funding to specific targets. The agreement is also unlikely to address the issues facing the CHP 
sector as only certain policies can be decided at the national level, with States maintaining their 
ability to set policies on how to best engage with the CHP sector (e.g. management transfers vs 
asset transfers and ongoing multi-provider service delivery models). In addition, the ability to 
target specific cohorts is limited given the block funding approach of NHHA.  

Commonwealth funded grant style programs to other levels of Government, can be valuable when 
provided with sufficient funding, specific targets and a requirement to partner with the non-
government sector (e.g. private and not-for-profit organisations). These types of programs can 
accelerate supply of social and affordable housing, especially in particular regions and/or for 
specific cohorts (e.g. key worker housing, women at risk of homelessness). 

While City Deals have not necessarily focused on provision of social and affordable housing they 
are a mechanism that the Commonwealth Government could utilise to set goals targeted for the 
sector. The Western Sydney City Deals, for example, could be expanded to set social and 
affordable housing targets, either in aggregate, or for specific cohorts such as women at risk of 
homelessness. 

3.3 Direct policy levers  
Alongside programs aimed to influence other levels of government to deliver social housing, the 
Commonwealth Government can also directly intervene in the social and affordable housing sector. 
These interventions can be seen as a spectrum ranging from minimal government intervention, 
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such as market subsidies for individuals in the private market (e.g. CRA), through to direct 
government intervention such as direct provision of funding to deliver social and affordable 
housing supply. Table 3-3 details each of the policy levers and the policy examples to be explored.  

Table 3-3 Policy levers explored 

Policy/ 
Strategy 

Description Policy examples 
explored: 

Rental 
Assistance 

 

Rental assistance provides a subsidy to a tenant 
who is a low-income earner to cover the 
difference between market rent and the rent 
threshold. Commonwealth Rent Assistance (CRA) 
is used in Australia.  

Rental assistance is also provided to disabled 
people in Specialist Disability Accommodation 
(SDA). SDA payments are provided through the 
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS). 

• Commonwealth Rental 
Assistance and  

• Rental Assistance for 
Specialist Disability 
Accommodation 

 

Incentivising 
institutional 
investment 

 

Given housing as a key investment asset class in 
Australia there is a role for the Commonwealth to 
play in: 

• incentivising institutional investment in social 
and affordable housing 

• taking a legislative role in supporting 
investments in social and affordable housing 

• Accelerated 
depreciation  

• Superannuation and 
the Global Asset Class 

• The Community 
Reinvestment Act 
(CRA) 

•  
Incentives in 
the private 
market  

 

Given the housing market in Australia and focus 
on home ownership and housing as a key 
investment class, there is a role for the 
Commonwealth to play in incentivising the 
private market to invest in social and affordable 
housing. This can be done through grant 
programs directly for the provision of housing, or 
else the release of supply or even long-term 
subsidies e.g. NRAS 

• Build-to-Rent  
• Housing Affordability 

Fund (HAF) 
• National Housing 

Infrastructure Facility 
• Homes for Homes 
• NRAS 

Providing 
financing to 
not-for-profit 
NGOs 

 

One of the issues in expanding the CHP sector, 
and increasing supply of social and affordable 
housing is access to finance/capital. The NHFIC 
AHBA offers low cost finance to community 
housing providers to support in the delivery of 
new supply, as well as the re-finance of existing 
debt and upgrading of existing properties. 

• The Affordable Housing 
Bond Aggregator 
(AHBA)  

Government-
owned 
corporations 

 

Commonwealth non-government development 
corporation or special purpose development 
vehicle to support with delivery of social and 
affordable housing. 

• The Clean Energy 
Finance Corporation 
(CEFC)  

• Special purpose 
vehicle/organisation 

Direct 
build/funding 
of supply 

The direct funding and delivery of social and 
affordable housing. 

• Direct build and supply of 
social and affordable 
housing 

 
A summary of the findings for each of these policy levers is shown in Table 3-4. It should be noted 
that while it may look like these policies and programs are assessed against one another, no one 
policy or program offers the silver bullet to solving the issues within the social and affordable 
housing sector, or housing market more generally. As such the table should be interpreted to 
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identify or pinpoint what policy would be most advantageous to solve a particular challenge or 
bundle of challenges. 

Table 3-4 Summary findings direct policy levers 

Type of 
Policy 
Lever 

Policy 

      

Rental 
assistance 

Commonwealth Rental 
Assistance 

      
Specialist Disability 
Accommodation Rental 
Assistance 

      

Institutional 
investment 

Accelerated Depreciation       
Superannuation/Global 
Asset Class       
Community 
Reinvestment Act       

Incentives in 
private 
market 

Build to Rent       
National Housing 
Infrastructure Fund       
Homes for Homes       
National Rental 
Affordability Scheme       

Providing 
financing to 
not-for-profit 
NGOs 

Affordable Housing Bond 
Aggregator        

Government-
owned 
corporations 

Clean Energy Finance 
Corporation       
Special Purpose 
Vehicle/Organisation       

Direct 
build/funding 
of supply 

Direct funding of supply       

 
 
Each of the above policies is further explored below. 
 
3.3.1 Commonwealth Rental Assistance 
Commonwealth Rental Assistance (CRA) is a non-taxable income supplement to people who 
receive income support payments (Family Tax Benefit A) that assist them to rent in the private 
rental or community housing markets. 

Certain social housing tenants are eligible for CRA, such as those who live in community housing 
or Indigenous community housing and, in some states and territories, state owned and managed 
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Indigenous housing (SOMIH). CRA is not generally payable to public housing tenants as state and 
territory housing authorities already subsidise rent for them.41 

Eligible households must pay a minimum amount of rent, called the rent threshold and CRA is then 
paid at the rate of 75cent for each dollar above the rent threshold up to a maximum rate.42 

Evaluation 
What is working well: 
CRA provides many benefits to households receiving this payment as it allows them to choose the 
location where they want to live and reduces demand on social and affordable housing stock 
dwellings. Overall, CRA has been an effective tool to reduce rental stress around Australia. 

Supporting the CHP sector: 
CRA has been an effective tool to reduce rental stress around Australia and as a source of rental 
revenue that supports the CHP sector. The additional income from CRA provides the CHP sector 
with additional funds to cover maintenance costs and invest in more social and affordable housing. 

What can be improved:  
However, in various reviews, a few issues relating to CRA have been identified. Those include: its 
inflexibility, the fact that it ignores differing property market pressures, and it is inadequate in 
metropolitan areas and major cities where need is at the peak.43  

Back in 2008, the Henry Review advocated for an increase in the CRA as the maximum amounts 
had been increased from time to time but were not able to keep pace with increases in rents.44 In 
2015, for example, because of the high rents, more than three-quarters of CRA recipients in NSW 
(76.4%) were eligible for the maximum amount of payment and even after putting all their CRA 
payment towards the rent, 42% of CRA recipients were still paying more than 30% of the rest of 
their income in rent.45 

Policy options: 
An increase in CRA, taking into consideration varying property markets across Australia would 
encourage additional households to stay within the private rental market (due to reduced rental 
stress), therefore reducing the demand on social and affordable housing. Moreover, the additional 
CRA would flow through to CHPs, enabling and incentivising them to deliver additional social and 
affordable housing stock as well as fund maintenance to improve existing stock dwellings. 

3.3.2 Rental Assistance for Specialist Disability Accommodation 
Specialist Disability Accommodation (SDA) refers to accommodation for participants who require 
specialist housing solutions to assist with the delivery of supports that cater for their extreme 
functional impairment and/or very high support needs. SDA only refer the homes in which these 
services are delivered. SDA may include specialist designs for people with very high needs or may 
have a location or features that make it feasible to provide complex or costly supports for 
independent living. 

 

41 Commonwealth Government – Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, Housing Assistance in Australia 
2020 (5 August 2020) <https://www.aihw.gov.au/reports/housing-assistance/housing-assistance-in-australia-
2020/contents/financial-assistance>. 
42 Commonwealth Government – Department of Social Services, Commonwealth Rent Assistance (27 August 
2019) <https://www.dss.gov.au/housing-support/programmes-services/commonwealth-rent-assistance>. 
43 Parliament of Australia, Submissions for the Commonwealth Rent Assistance (2020) 
<https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Senate/Economics/Affordable_housing_2013/R
eport/c22>. 
44 Australian Housing and Urban Research Institute (AHURI), The impacts of the Henry Review 
recommendations on the private rental market – Savings income discount and rent assistance (September 
2011) 
<https://www.ahuri.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0014/2174/AHURI_Final_Report_No175_The_impacts_of_t
he_Henry_Review_recommendations_on_the_private_rental_market.pdf>. 
45 Tenants’ Union of New South Wales, Commonwealth Rent Assistance (2021) 
<https://www.tenants.org.au/tu/commonwealth-rent-assistance>. 
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SDA employs a market-based, person-centred approach to allocating funding to eligible 
participants. A participant can therefore use their confirmed funding to then source the supports 
that appeal best to them directly from the market.  

For SDA this means the NDIS provides funding through a participant’s plan and the participant 
(often with additional support such as a support coordinator) then finds and applies for the SDA 
option that best suits their needs. 

Evaluation 
What is working well: 
SDA has been effective as a cohort specific solution that has brought focus and visibility to the 
needs of people with a disability. In addition, SDA through the NDIS has highlighted the 
importance of choice and control for people with disability in housing. SDA has supported people 
with disabilities in moving out of Aged Care facilities and living in houses that best suit their needs. 
SDA payments also support the participant’s choice of location and housing arrangement.  

SDA payments have also alleviated the pressure off social housing for people with severe 
disabilities and higher needs and have helped SDA housing owners to receive additional funds to 
cover their initial greater investments for specialist accommodation. 

Supporting the CHP sector 
The additional funds received through the NDIS plans for SDA can support the CHP sector to invest 
in social and affordable housing for people with disabilities, it also ensures long term income 
through SDA payments. 

What can be improved: 
The amounts for SDA are set at a level sufficient to cover the full lifecycle costs of appropriate 
accommodation, after accounting for a reasonable rent contribution from the participant and land 
price inflation. However, sometimes the capacity for providers to access and utilise the value 
captured in land price inflation may be limited. 

Policy options: 
Cohort specific rental assistance can bring focus to groups that are not well served by mainstream 
programs. 

3.3.3 Accelerated Depreciation 
Accelerated depreciation policies allow deductions for declines in the value of a fixed asset to occur 
at a rate above that expected in conventional practice. This incentivises investment as it allows 
investors to claim more depreciation expenses earlier in an asset’s life. By receiving a higher tax 
deduction today, it supports a reduction in the present value tax liability. 46  

Given the property market is already afforded special tax incentives, including negative gearing, 
that supports and incentivises investment in the asset, coupled with the fact that social and 
affordable housing does not generally offer a financial return (or at least not comparable with 
standard property), a tax incentive like accelerate depreciation could work to incentivise 
investment in new social and affordable housing as a distinct asset class. This is likely to work for 
investors with diversified portfolios, especially if looking to invest in more community or social 
enterprise assets. Any program or policy would need to clearly articulate the need to hold the 
asset as a social and affordable housing for a stipulated time period, it would also be 
advantageous to identify options to manage the property, such as the CHP sector, public housing 
authorities or low- profit real estate agents.  

Evaluation 
What is working well: 
Accelerated depreciation policies have been implemented by governments at various times across 
history. They are generally used to incentivise investment in a particular asset, (e.g. 

 

46 Koowattanatianchai, N., Charles, M. B., & Eddie, I. (2019). Incentivising investment through accelerated 
depreciation: Wartime use, economic stimulus and encouraging green technologies. Accounting History, 24(1), 
115–137. https://doi.org/10.1177/1032373217739921 
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environmentally friendly technologies) and/or for economic stimulus (e.g. new capital expenditure 
by businesses). 

Utilising accelerated depreciation policies to support investment in environmentally-friendly 
technologies is seen to support climate change policies, this is because accelerated depreciation 
policies: 

1. encourage replacement of older equipment, with new equipment thereby reducing the 
external costs association with both greenhouse gas and particulate emissions 

2. ensure critical industries currently reliant upon carbon-emitting technologies to remain 
competitive or viable.47 

The first example can be seen in 1967, in Japan, where an accelerated depreciation policy was 
applied to machinery and equipment used for the prevention of environmental pollution to 
incentivise investment in environmentally friendly technology. More recently, both the USA and 
Canadian governments have delivered accelerated depreciation incentives for: 

• Electricity-related equipment that increase electricity efficiency (e.g. smart meters and 
smart electric grid systems) 

• Assets purchased for reuse and recycling of waste materials 
• Certain assets used for clean energy generation and energy conservation48 

Introducing incentives for private sector investment into social and affordable housing, such as 
accelerated depreciation, is likely to appeal to both institutional investors and private investors 
with diversified portfolios, especially if looking to invest in more community or social enterprise 
assets.  

Supporting the CHP sector: 
The program would allow the CHP sector to benefit from the tax incentive directly when investing 
in new properties. It could also support further institutional investment programs (see Case 
studies in section 3.3.4 and Table A.1). 

What can be improved:  
There have been varying levels of success in the use of accelerated depreciation policies for social 
and critical infrastructure, especially in times of economic downturn.  

Rationally however, investors can abuse the policy, undertaking cheap investment projects in 
order to harness the tax benefits applicable to accelerated depreciation. For example, with climate 
change policies focusing firms on investment in energy-efficient equipment, a poorly designed 
accelerated depreciation policy could influence a firm to acquire cheaper ‘environmentally-
adequate’ equipment, rather than leading-edge equipment. 49 

As such, any accelerated depreciation policy must have clear guidelines about what and where the 
policy can be applied. For example, an accelerated depreciation policy for social and affordable 
housing would best stipulate where supply is needed, rather than a blanket accelerated 
depreciation policy for all social and affordable housing. The policy alone however is unlikely to be 
successful. It should be considered alongside others, such as social and affordable housing 
designated as a global asset class and other institutional investment policies/strategies. (See 
Section 3.3.4 for more information) 

Policy options: 
Social and affordable housing does not generally offer a financial return (or at least not 
comparable with standard property), this means institutional investment will generally flow to the 
general property market. A tax incentive like accelerated depreciation, alongside designation as a 
global asset class, could work to incentivise investment in new social and affordable housing.  

 

47 Ibid 
48 Ibid 
49 Ibid 
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Any program or policy however, would need to clearly articulate the need to hold the asset as a 
social and affordable housing for a stipulated time period, it would have to articulate a geography 
aligned with where housing is required and options for how the property could be managed, such 
as the CHP sector, public housing authorities or low- profit real estate agents. 

3.3.4 Superannuation and Global Asset Class  
Social and affordable housing is increasingly being recognised as an emerging global investment 
asset class, due to low volatility, long-term demand, stable economic return and, significantly, 
high social return. 

In Australia, this is reflected by the recent interest by superannuation funds in the social and 
affordable sector. The most significant challenge for superannuation funds to invest in the sector 
however, is finding an investment model which generates adequate returns given that these funds 
must invest with a dominant purpose of generating returns for members.  

Superannuation social and affordable housing investments have generally been coordinated 
directly between Superannuation funds and CHPs/NPF organisations. However, partnerships with 
the government are also an option. In 2020, for example, Cbus committed to invest $10 million in 
a NSW pilot scheme that put industry superannuation funds into the funding of social housing 
development for the first time. The scheme is an agreement between Cbus and the NSW and 
Commonwealth governments which could potentially be extended to other states. Under this 
model, housing providers can access a debt funding package with 75% being provided by NHFIC 
and 25% being provided by Cbus. Interestingly, ownership of the land will be retained by Land and 
Housing Corporation (LAHC – the NSW Government public housing authority) who will lease that 
land to the state (under a 49-year lease) which in turn will make the land available to the 
successful providers of the homes – this lowers the overall cost for the housing provider and 
enhances their ability to service the debt. 

Evaluation 
What’s working well? 
Superannuation funds are interested in the social and affordable sector especially in providing 
affordable housing to key workers. Superannuation funds have partnered with CHPs to develop 
new affordable housing developments mainly in New South Wales and Victoria. 

These recent investments have been mostly made by industry super funds, investing in affordable 
housing, with properties marketed to key workers at 80% of market rental (See Appendix A). 
Returns to members come from both the rental stream and the potential capital growth of the 
properties. 

Support for the CHP 
Recognising affordable housing as a global asset class could contribute to alternative funding 
sources to deliver supply by the CHP sector. Moreover, incentivising Superannuation Funds to 
consider social and community investment would also support in the delivery of additional 
alternative funding into the social and affordable housing sector. It is expected that most 

 

50 Gilbert and Tobin, Social and Affordable Housing: the response to Australia’s growing crisis (2021) 
<https://www.gtlaw.com.au/insights/social-affordable-housing-response-australias-growing-crisis>. 

Case Study - Superannuation investing in Western Sydney 
Superannuation funds are increasingly interested in the social and affordable housing sector 
especially in providing affordable housing to key workers. Many superannuation funds in 
Queensland, New South Wales and South Australia have partnered with CHPs to develop new 
affordable housing in key locations. Aware Super, for example, is investing $800m on key-
workers affordable housing. The fund’s strategy is to own and rent dwellings suitable for the 
fund’s core membership of nurses, teachers and emergency service workers, the vast majority 
being women. The homes are rented at a discount of 20% to market -based rent. The latest 
project is a $150 million investment in a new building in Liverpool, Western Sydney which will 
comprise both office space and 300 new affordable units.50 
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institutional investors would engage or partner with the CHP sector (in particular the larger Tier 1 
CHPs) as per recent institutional projects (see Table A.1). 

What can be improved? 
Incentivising the superannuation sector to invest in social housing requires coordinated 
opportunities at scale, such as the NSW pilot. This can assist in overcoming feasibility challenges 
given the lower returns of the sector. Moreover, the designation of social and affordable housing 
as a global asset class, in conjunction with greater efforts to build awareness of opportunities with 
the superannuation sector, could support alternative funding models for the CHP sector as financial 
institutions gain greater insight into the benefits of the asset. 

Policy options: 
Depending on the outcomes of the NSW pilot with Cbus, there is an opportunity for the 
Commonwealth to expand the program, this could be done in western Sydney to redevelop current 
LAHC sites, ensuring dwellings are fit for purpose. Moreover, there is a role for the Commonwealth 
to play in raising awareness of opportunities and potentially supporting the designation of 
affordable housing as a Global Asset Class especially given private companies are already investing 
in affordable housing projects. This is because affordable housing has a definable risk and return 
profile, it can be compared with other asset classes. Affordable housing shows a lower risk 
proportion due to the high demand for it, but also a lower return on both debt and equity, due to 
the lower rent charged. 

3.3.5 Community Reinvestment Act (CR Act) 
The Community Reinvestment Act (CR Act) is a US federal law that encourage depository 
institutions, such as banks and superannuation funds, to meet the credit needs that lend or 
facilitate lending to low- and moderate-income areas. This policy aims to support organisations 
that help finance small businesses and financial intermediaries (such as community development 
corporations). The CR Act was introduced to reduce the number of banks reduce discriminatory 
practices against low-medium income people and to prevent banks from merging if they had not 
contributed enough to the local community. With this legislation, banks can make specific 
community development loans. Currently in Australia, there is regulation on how banks could 
engage in this type of loan, but no legislation.   

Evaluation 
Some evaluations of this policy attest that while regulators look at lending activity and other data 
in their evaluation, there are no specific benchmarks that banks have to meet. Also, there are 
critics that affirm that the CR Act created an incentive for banks to provide risky loans leading up 
to the housing crisis of 2008.51  

The CR Act also received criticism that it has not been particularly effective. While low- and 
moderate-income communities saw an influx of loans after the CR Act’s commencement, research 
by the Federal Reserve’s Jeffrey Gunther concluded that lenders not subject to the law— such as 
credit unions and other non-banks—represented an equal share of those loans.52 

Support for the CHP sector 
A legislative requirement on depository institutions to meet the credit needs of not-for-profit 
organisations such as CHPs, could work to support access to debt financing more readily in the 
private market.  

Policy options: 
It is possible a legislative requirement in Australia could support not-for-profit organisations such 
as CHPs to access debt financing. It is however considered any new legislative requirements 

 

51 Investopedia, Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) (10 October 2020) 
<https://www.investopedia.com/terms/c/community_reinvestment_act.asp#:~:text=The%20Community%20
Reinvestment%20Act%20(CRA)%20is%20a%20federal%20law%20enacted,its%20obligations%20to%20these
%20communities>. 
52 Ibid. 
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consider the burden on business and government, especially given the outcomes of evaluations on 
the CR Act. 

3.3.6 Build-to-Rent 
The Build-to-Rent property sector is growing in Australia. This is a new housing model that is 
focused on large-scale residential developments that provide high quality purpose designed and 
built rental stock. Build-to-Rent creates another housing option for Australian renters with greater 
security and service. 

Evaluation 
What is working well: 
Build-to-Rent programs have had varying success in various States and Territories. The program is 
generally more successful in supporting the affordable or sub-market housing sector,53 therefore 
supporting key workers to find stable housing near job centres. Depending on the program focus, 
the build to rent program has varying impacts on the CHP sector. 

Build-to-Rent housing options provide tenants with increased housing security due to the 
availability of longer term leases as well as the ability to access various services. 

Supporting the CHP sector 
With Build-to-Rent programs, the government can partner with the private sector to develop social 
and affordable housing property for long-term rental.  

In the same way, the CHP sector could partner with the private sector to access additional funds 
and develop new housing stock to be managed, long-term, by the CHP sector. 

What can be improved: 
The program is generally more successful in supporting the affordable and top-end of the sub-
market housing sector as opposed to social housing. Incentivising Build-to-Rent programs that also 
look to deliver social housing would be beneficial. 

Policy options: 
One way to incentivise Build-to-Rent programs to deliver social housing, could be through 
programs that encourage mixed developments: e.g. social housing, sub-market and market 
rentals. 

The Build-to-Rent programs present an opportunity for the government to partner with the private 
and CHP sectors to deliver sub-market rental housing, especially in key locations.  

3.3.7 National Housing Infrastructure Facility  
The NHFIC administers the National Housing Infrastructure Facility (NHIF), a five-year $1 billion 
facility that provide local governments with concessional loans, grants and equity to finance 
eligible new or upgraded infrastructure such as roads, water, sewerage, electrical, 
communications, and remediation needed for new housing, particularly affordable housing. The 
purpose of the NHIF is to overcome impediments to the provision of housing that are due to the 
lack of necessary infrastructure. 

A variety of providers can apply for the NHIF such as: 

• Registered community housing providers 
• State or territory governments or government-owned development corporations or utility 

providers 
• Local governments or their investment corporations or utility providers 
• Special purpose vehicles that have at least one eligible foundation member.54 

 

53 Landcom, Build-to-Rent in Australia: Product feasibility and potential affordable housing contribution. 
Creating more affordable and sustainable communities. (July 2019) 
54 National Housing Finance and Investment Corporation, National Housing Infrastructure Facility FACT SHEET 
(2021) <https://www.nhfic.gov.au/media/1576/nhif-fact-sheet.pdf>. 
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Evaluation 
What is working well: 
The NHIF provides a diversity of financing options with flexible terms and concessions that suit a 
variety of projects to deliver infrastructure required for delivery of new dwellings. 

Supporting the CHP sector 
Registered community housing providers can access NHIF loans and grants to upgrade 
infrastructures as a base for the construction of new social and affordable housing. 

What can be improved: 
NHIF may not address the key issues to enabling housing supply. Although it can be used for 
various services (such as stormwater, sewerage, water, gas and electricity, site remediation 
works, telecommunications and transportation), it cannot be used for housing itself or community 
infrastructure, so in itself it will not deal with the problem of limited stock for social and affordable 
housing. 

Moreover, the success of the program has been limited, with minimum use of the program. For 
example between July 2018 and June 2020 the Commonwealth Government provided $400 million 
for the operation of NHIF. As at 30 June 2020, the actual NHIF expenditure to 30 June 2020 was 
approximately $268,000 (so 0.067% of the funding provided).55 The report of the NHFIC review 
discusses the NHIF achievements to date as well as outlines future consideration of the NHIF. 56 

Policy options: 
Further assessment of NHIF is required as to why the program has not been accessed. 

3.3.8 Homes for Homes 
The Australian Government has recently set aside $6 million as seed funding to Homes for Homes, 
an independent, not-for-profit organisation established by The Big Issue. The funding over four 
years (from 2017-18 to 2020-21) aims to increase Homes for Homes’ organisational capacity to 
bring about an innovative and scalable approach to raising private funds to support the 
development of social and affordable housing. Under the Homes for Homes initiative, homeowners 
voluntarily agree to a caveat on their property and make a tax-deductible donation at the time of 
sale of 0.1 per cent of the sale price (for example, a $750 donation on a $750,000 sale).57 

Evaluation 
What is working well: 
Homes for Homes provides a differential source of capital to support the building of more social 
and affordable housing. Through this innovative program, general private investors are offered the 
opportunity to contribute a portion of the sale of their house in the private market to provide 
funding for housing for the community. This program is in its infancy but offers an interesting 
alternative to traditional donation programs.  

This option encourages private donation at a time when people have increased capacity to make a 
contribution with comfort that it is going to a reputable provider. 

Supporting the CHP sector  
The funds raised would directly support the CHP sector, either through additional supply or 
through improved programs for CHP tenants. 

What can be improved: 
Not applicable. No review has been undertaken at this time.  

 

55 Australian National Audit Office (ANAO), Administration of the National Housing Finance and Investment 
Corporation (2021) <https://parlinfo.aph.gov.au/parlInfo/download/publications/tabledpapers/68c754c6-56ea-
455a-b1d8-5eb8d3ce6d34/upload_pdf/Auditor-General_Report_2020-
21_28.pdf;fileType=application%2Fpdf#search=%22publications/tabledpapers/68c754c6-56ea-455a-b1d8-
5eb8d3ce6d34%22>. 
56 National Housing Finance and Investment Corporation, Review of the National Housing Finance and 
Investment Corporation Act 2018 Report (2021) < https://treasury.gov.au/publication/p2021-217760>. 
57 Australian Government – Department of Social Services, Homes for Homes (9 September 2019) 
https://www.dss.gov.au/housing-support-programs-services-housing/homes-for-homes>. 
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Policy options 
Following a program evaluation on the success of the program, the program could be expanded 
and even implemented through a coalition of CHPs.  

3.3.9 National Rental Affordability Scheme (NRAS) 
The National Rental Affordability Scheme (NRAS) was a partnership between the Commonwealth 
Government and the States and Territories to address the shortage of affordable rental housing by 
offering financial incentives for up to ten years for property developers, not-for-profit organisations 
and community providers to build and rent dwellings to low and moderate income households at 
below-market rates (at least 20% below market rates). 
The main goals of NRAS were: 

• Increased supply of affordable housing 
• Reduced rental costs for low to moderate income households, 
• Large scale investments in innovative delivery of affordable housing.58 

 
The annual incentives available to NRAS providers comprise two parts: 

• a Commonwealth Government incentive per dwelling per year as a tax offset or direct 
payment. In 2020-21 this amount was $8,452.94.59 

• a State or Territory contribution per dwelling per year in direct financial support.60 In 
2020-21 this amount was $2,817.65.61 

In the 2014-15 Budget, the Commonwealth Government announced that it will not proceed with 
Round 5 and that the NRAS will conclude in 2026. 

Evaluation 
What’s working well? 
The NRAS was considered a very successful program in incentivising alternative funding models for 
new social and affordable housing supply. Other programs leveraging grants/stimulus/subsidies by 
the government that coordinate and incentivise private and not-for-profit partnerships have also 
supported in the delivery of additional social and affordable housing supply. Some examples of 
current private sector investment programs are summarised in Table B.1. 

Support for the CHP sector 
Incentivising these types of projects, especially through long-term subsidies support the CHP 
sector. 

What can be improved? 
Critics of the NRAS have identified the longevity of the project. One-off or only short-term 
subsidies generally do not support a sustained investment in the social housing sector. Long-term 
commitment and sustained investment will ensure the best outcomes for programs such as NRAS. 

3.3.10 Affordable Housing Bond Aggregator  
The Affordable Housing Bond Aggregator (AHBA) makes loans to eligible CHPs and finances those 
loans via the issuance of bonds to institutional investors. Because loan requirements for a single 

 

58 Paxon Group, Creation of a Global Asset Class for Affordable Housing (September 2019) 
<http://www.powerhousingaustralia.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/Creation-of-Global-Asset-Class-for-
Affordable-Housing-v2.0_compressed.pdf >. 
59 Commonwealth Government – Department of Social Services, National Rental Affordability Scheme (NRAS) - 
Incentive (indexation) (27 May 2021) <https://www.dss.gov.au/our-responsibilities/housing-
support/programs-services/national-rental-affordability-scheme/national-rental-affordability-scheme-nras-
incentive-indexation>. 
60 Commonwealth Government – Department of Social Services, National Rental Affordability Scheme (NRAS), 
NRAS Incentive (indexation) (2021) 
<https://www.dss.gov.au/sites/default/files/documents/04_2014/nras_incentive_indexation_factsheet_-
_dss_template_-_indexation_update_april_2014_2.pdf>. 
61 Commonwealth Government – Department of Social Services, National Rental Affordability Scheme (NRAS) - 
Incentive (indexation) (27 May 2021) <https://www.dss.gov.au/our-responsibilities/housing-
support/programs-services/national-rental-affordability-scheme/national-rental-affordability-scheme-nras-
incentive-indexation>. 
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CHP might not be sufficient in size, the bond aggregator seeks to build scale efficiencies in the 
sector by aggregating CHPs’ collective borrowing needs and issuing bonds on their behalf.  

The operations of the bond aggregator are supported by a $1 billion Special Account. This allows 
NHFIC to draw down on a line of credit, providing a warehouse facility to advance loans to CHPs 
before a sufficient volume of loans has been made to enable a bond issuance. When NHFIC repays 
an amount it has borrowed, the amount is credited to the Special Account and is available to be 
redrawn. 

Evaluation 
What has worked well? 
Since its establishment, NHFIC has raised nearly $2 billion across six government-guaranteed 10–
15-year social bonds, making it the biggest issuer of social bonds in Australia. Each of NHFIC’s 
bond issuances to date have been around 2.5-3 times oversubscribed suggesting there is a market 
for it to grow. 

The latest bonds were priced at 21.5 basis points above government bond yields. The community 
housing providers which have benefitted include BlueCHP, CHL, Compass, Evolve, Hume, Unity, 
SGCH and Bridge Housing.   

Support for the CHP sector 
The AHBA has supported the CHP sector in increasing access to capital and reducing overall debt 
while supporting small increases in supply.  

What can be improved? 
Not all CHP debt as reported to the Registrars may be available for refinance through AHBA. 
Although the AHBA is expected to provide relief for CHPs in the form of interest cost savings, in 
the absence of additional capital support to the sector, the availability of the AHBA alone will be 
insufficient for the sector to engage in significant asset growth. 

Policy options 
This insufficiency in the CHP sector to engage in significant asset growth is reiterated in a recent 
report investigating innovative models to deliver additional social and affordable housing 
undertook modelling on NHFIC with two different scenarios, illustrating the ability of CHPs to 
access new sources of cheaper finance, combined with small government contributions and better 
use of government-owned land made a real difference in closing the funding gap and allowing 
CHPs to deliver more cost-effective social and affordable housing.62 

3.3.11 Clean Energy Finance Corporation (CEFC) 
The Clean Energy Finance Corporation (CEFC) is a statutory authority established by the 
Commonwealth Government under the Clean Energy Finance Corporation Act 2012 (CEFC Act). 
The CEFC has been investing in a diverse range of cleaner, greener residential options such as 
finance for green home loans, community housing, build-to-rent and master-planned communities, 
seniors living and student accommodation. CEFC has been partnering with CHPs to deliver social 
and affordable housing in metro and regional NSW. 

An example of an energy-efficient social and affordable housing project is the partnership between 
CEFC, St George Community Housing (SGCH), and Housing Plus. The project consisted in up to 
$170 million in debt finance to SGCH to build 500 social and affordable homes in Sydney and up to 
$95 million in debt finance for Housing Plus to build 220 social and affordable homes in Dubbo, 
Orange and Bathurst. The partnerships also included finance for retrofits to existing homes with 
energy efficient equipment and appliances as well as support for tenant education programs on 
how to further cut energy consumption.  These loans are part of CEFC’s Sustainable Cities 
Investment Program which invests in clean energy initiatives in Australian cities. 

 

62 Commonwealth Government, Delivering more affordable housing: an innovative solution (May 2021) 
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Evaluation 
What has worked well? 
The benefit of a government-owned corporation is its ability to partner with the not-for profit or 
CHP sector to deliver on specific targets and particular area of interest to the Commonwealth. In 
this case, for example, the projects of social and affordable housing are part of the Sustainable 
Cities Investment Program that aims to deliver greener and more energy efficient homes. 

Support for the CHP sector/policy options: 
The CEFC could expand the current project with SGCH and partner with other larger CHPs to 
increase the supply of social and affordable housing stock in particular locations as well as retrofit 
current dwellings, helping to meet the new carbon neutral requirements set by the Commonwealth 
and deliver energy efficient social and affordable housing. 

3.3.12 Special purpose vehicle / organisation 
The delivery of a Commonwealth non-government development corporation or special purpose 
development vehicle to deliver additional social and affordable housing supply would be useful for 
the purposes of large-scale government owned land parcels, where there are challenges in 
disparate ownership or land, or development restrictions (for example vertical developments). 

The special purpose vehicle/organisation could work similarly to State and Territory development 
corporations/authorities and could either work for a certain geographic region and be time limited 
(e.g. Barangaroo Development Authority) or work as an overarching development authority (e.g. 
Landcom). 

Evaluation 
Policy options 
The benefits of a special purpose vehicle/organisation include its ability to unlock land areas, 
including air rights, being off balance sheet and ability to work with the private sector to deliver. 

Support for the CHP sector 
The special purpose vehicle could work with the CHP sector to ensure delivery of social and 
affordable housing supply more generally or for particular cohorts. 

3.3.13 Direct supply/funding 
The Commonwealth or State governments actively fund and build additional social and affordable 
housing stock or buy existing housing for social and affordable housing purposes. 

Evaluation 
What has worked well? 
The direct funding of supply was the most successful policy lever to increase social and affordable 
housing nationally. Given the fiscally constrained situation globally, this large-scale funding and 
delivery of social and affordable housing by Government is unlikely to occur again. 

Support for the CHP sector 
Moreover, with the perceived lack of client-centred outcomes in State Housing Authorities and 
increasing focus on moving delivery of housing services to the not-for-profit sector, it is unlikely to 
be palatable to increase State Housing Authority supply once more. There is however an 
opportunity to fund supply for particular cohorts through discreet grant programs in tandem with 
the CHP sector. 
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4 Conclusion 
The biggest issue faced by the social and affordable housing sector in Australia is the large and 
growing gap between supply and demand, in NSW alone there is expected to be a shortage of 
316,700 units by 2036, requiring an annual spend of approximately $3.5 billion, which is double 
the current State Government outlays on social and affordable housing. 

In western Sydney, the region is expected to experience a shortfall of 28,200 social and affordable 
properties by 2036 given current population projections, even with the large releases of housing 
supply across the region.  

Addressing the shortfall in social and affordable housing requires strategic long-term planning and 
coordination across all levels of government and the private sector (including the CHP sector). Any 
intervention must be sustainable and successfully generating more affordable and convenient 
housing opportunities for low to moderate income households – particularly in key locations (e.g. 
near public transport, education, jobs and services).  

The CHP sector can help address the issues facing the social and affordable housing sector but 
requires additional support and commitment from the government in particular gaining access to 
low-cost finance/capital, low-cost land and capacity growth. There are a number of policy options 
available to the Commonwealth Government. It is unlikely however that one policy or program 
offers the silver bullet to solving the issues within the social and affordable housing sector, or 
housing market more generally.  

There are however policies or strategies that should be considered further to support growth in the 
social housing sector. These include policy levers that: 

• support genuine coordination across all three levels of government, distinct from the 
national-state housing agreements (e.g. city deal for social and affordable housing) 

• incentivise the private market (e.g. Build to Rent)  
• incentivise institutional investments (e.g. accelerated depreciation and incentivising 

superannuation investment)  
• that incentivise partnership between government, CHPs and the private sector (e.g. grant 

and subsidy programs like NRAS).  

There is also a considerable ongoing role and support through NHFIC in both releasing general 
housing supply through the National Housing Infrastructure Facility (NHIF) and supporting CHP 
capacity through access to finance through the Affordable Housing Bond Aggregator (AHBA). 
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 Superannuation 
projects 

Table A.1 Superannuation Social and Affordable housing projects  

Year Location Parties involved Amount of 
the project 

Investments 

2016 Queensland Health Employees 
Superannuation 
Trust Australia 
(HESTA) and 
Horizon Housing 

$6.7million 
initial 
investment 

• Purchase of management 
rights for 995 existing 
affordable housing 
properties 

• Development of 60 new 
social and affordable 
houses 

2019 Monee Ponds, 
Melbourne, 
Victoria 

First State Super N/A • Affordable housing 
project for key workers 

• Acquisition of 105 units 
(55 of which are for 
people in healthcare, 
education and 
emergency services) 

2020 Victoria, but 
willing to 
expand to 
other States 

AustralianSuper 
and Assemble 
Communities 

AustralianSuper 
took a 25% 
stake in 
Assemble 
Communities 

• New model build-to-rent-
to-sell. Assemble build 
houses and rent them for 
5 year. After that time 
the tenant has the option 
to buy it to a fixed price 
set at the beginning of 
the tenancy. 

2020 NSW Cbus and the 
NSW and 
Commonwealth 
governments 

$10million 
(Then 
additional 
$100million in 
the next 3 
years) 

• Development of social 
housing 

• 96 new dwellings across 
6 sites 

• (additional 300 dwellings 
in the next 3 years) 

• New model: housing 
providers can access a 
debt funding package 
with 75% being provided 
by NHFIC and 25% by 
Cbus. Ownership of the 
land stays with LAHC 
who will lease it for 49 
years. 

2021 Sydney’s 
Epping, 
Waterloo, 
Hurstville, 
Northmead, 
Miranda in 
NSW. 

Monee Ponds in 
Victoria. 

Aware Super Boost 
investment to a 
total of 
$800million. 

Latest project 
investment 
$150million 

• Own and rent dwellings 
suitable for the fund’s 
core membership of 
nurses, teachers, and 
emergency service 
workers, the vast 
majority being women. 

• Homes are rented at a 
discount of 20% to 
market-based rent 
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Claremont in 
WA. 

Latest projects 
in Liverpool 
and Western 
Sydney. 

• Latest project includes 
office space and 300 new 
affordable units. 
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 Private Sector 
Investments 

The below summarise private investment projects in social and affordable housing projects across 
Australia. 

Table B.1 Private sector social and affordable housing investment projects 

State Program description 

Victoria In Victoria, in 2018, Community Sector Banking 
(half owned by Bendigo Bank and half by CHPs, 
Haven, Home Safe in Victoria and Housing Plus) 
started a $50 million 12-month pilot program to 
subsidise affordable housing tenants to buy their 
own homes. The aim of the program was to assess 
the desire and ability of CHP housing clients to 
own their rental home and then back qualifying 
applicants under a shared equity model to take 
out a mortgage. A lack of affordable housing is a 
particular problem in regional Australia. 

NSW in NSW, in April 2019, fund manager Centuria 
Capital Group entered into a partnership with 
Compass Housing and infrastructure investor 
Tetris Capital to develop 192 social and affordable 
residential dwellings through the Hunter and 
Central Coast regions of NSW. Under this 
arrangement, Centuria funds and develops the 
192 dwellings across four social and affordable 
housing projects which will be run by Compass 
Housing. Tetris then invests in the finished 
developments providing a take-out for Centuria. 

SA In SA, affordable housing developer, Nightingale 
Housing is expanding with CHP, Housing Choices 
Australia, in a collaboration that will for the first 
time build carbon-neutral housing for lower 
income people in Adelaide’s Bowden, a 16-hectare 
urban regeneration project on the edge of the 
CBD. The development will have 34 apartments 
that will be a mix of below-market rent affordable 
housing, “for sale” private homes and specialist 
disability accommodation. Half the construction 
cost will come from the state government’s South 
Australian Housing Authority which will own a 
portion of the affordable housing and will be 
operated by Housing Choices. The operator will 
also seek NHFIC funding for construction and raise 
debt finance against its own asset portfolio. The 
project also has the support of the state 
development body, Renewal SA. 

NSW In November 2020 that ASX listed Domacom (a 
fractional investment company) together with 
BlueCHP will undertake a $10 million, 20-home 
pilot project to provide affordable housing. 
Domacom retail investors will provide 60% of the 
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capital and BlueCHP the other 40% (possibly 
tapping into funds from NHFIC). Under the 
proposed structure, Blue CHP will own the 
dwellings - Domacom will set up a fund for each 
home, with units in the fund representing 
ownership. The tenant will receive 1% of the 
equity in the fund when they move in and a 
further 1% point each year up to a maximum of 
5%. At the end of 10 years when the property is 
sold, profit is realised by the owners of the units 
including the tenants. Properties will be valued 
each year and investors can buy and sell units 
before the end of the 10 years. 
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Limitation of our work 
General use restriction 
This report is prepared solely for the internal use of Western Sydney Leadership Dialogue as per 
the engagement letter dated 24 May 2021 – a short policy paper on Federal social and affordable 
housing policies. This report is not intended to and should not be used or relied upon by anyone 
else and we accept no duty of care to any other person or entity. The report has been prepared for 
the purpose to inform and influence respective Federal policy platforms in the social and affordable 
housing sector. You should not refer to or use our name or the advice for any other purpose. 
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